
G4 Celebrates Construction Safety Week
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210.681.4280 
www.G4Spatial.com

Taco Tuesday!

Come Join Us Tuesday for Tacos!
Daily Gift Card Drawing All Week

Construction Safety Week is a show of force. It's an opportunity for 
people, companies and our entire industry to join together, celebrate 
and recommit to safety as the foundation of everything we do.

Learn how GNSS rovers with tilt technology allow the operator to 
collect as-built data and stakeout designs faster while increasing 
accuracy and reduced errors. This also allows the operator to focus 
more on personal safety in a hazardous environment.

Come by, grab a taco and see the Leica iCON 70T rover in action.

We will also have specials on safety supplies all week.
Hard Hats | Safety Vests | Safety Glasses

G4 @ 1019 E. Nakoma | San Antonio, TX 78216 
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Come Join Us Tuesday for Tacos!
Daily Gift Card Drawing All Week

Construction Safety Week is a show of force. It's an opportunity for 
people, companies and our entire industry to join together, celebrate 
and recommit to safety as the foundation of everything we do.

Learn how GNSS rovers with tilt technology allow the operator to 
collect as-built data and stakeout designs faster while increasing 
accuracy and reduced errors. This also allows the operator to focus 
more on personal safety in a hazardous environment.

Come by, grab a taco and see the Leica iCON 70T rover in action.

We will also have specials on safety supplies all week.
Hard Hats | Safety Vests | Safety Glasses
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G4 @ 2112 Rutland Road #160 | Austin, TX 78758
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Taco Tuesday!

Come Join Us Tuesday for Tacos!
Daily Gift Card Drawing All Week

Construction Safety Week is a show of force. It's an opportunity for 
people, companies and our entire industry to join together, celebrate 
and recommit to safety as the foundation of everything we do.

Learn how GNSS rovers with tilt technology allow the operator to 
collect as-built data and stakeout designs faster while increasing 
accuracy and reduced errors. This also allows the operator to focus 
more on personal safety in a hazardous environment.

Come by, grab a taco and see the Leica iCON 70T rover in action.

We will also have specials on safety supplies all week.
Hard Hats | Safety Vests | Safety Glasses
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